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Abstract 

 
In Character Recognition, the Feature extraction has encompassed a well-known role. Here, 

Feature Extraction centered on Chain code (CC) is implemented. CC encodes every stroke 

with a string of numbers, in which every number signifies a specific direction wherein the 

subsequent point on the stroke is present. CC centered feature safeguard information and 

permits reasonable data to decrease. Disparate CC can signify the same shape since the CC is 

reliant on starting point. So here, Starting Point and rotation invariant feature extraction 

technique using Normalized Differential Chain Code (NDCC) is proposed. A two-stage 

classifier is employed for classification. Here, the NDCC feature is utilized in the               

pre-classifier and pre-processed (x,y) coordinates are used in the post classifier. In both stages 

K-NN classifier is used. This feature is verified in HP-Lab data that is present in the UNIPEN 

format. Investigational outcomes proved that the proposed feature enhances recognition 

accuracy over the selected dataset. 
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Introduction 

 

There is an augmenting curiosity in Online Handwritten Character Recognition (OHCR) 

research due to the swift advancements in handheld gadgets, such as mobile phones, 

PDAs, etc. In comparison to the conventional keyboards; the OHCR is the best option for 

those tiny devices. It is the method of recognizing a stroke as the pen touch the device, 

i.e., writing, where as in offline handwritten character recognition, character is recognized 
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after completion of writing. Offline HCR takes a raster image from digital input source 

and converts into binary image, so that image pixels are either 0 or 1 (Weng, Y., 2020). 

The stroke is an instance between pen-up and pen-down on the device OHCR includes 

three phases: a) preprocessing, b) feature extraction, and c) recognition. The Telugu 

language consists of a huge set of characters, and several characters resemble one another 

(Srilakshmi, I., 2019). Hence, Feature Extraction has a very significant role in character 

recognition and various challenges associated with it (Bharath, A., 2009). These features 

(Extracted) are inputted to the classifier, which affects the recognition accuracy 

significantly. The paper is arranged as: after introduction, related works are surveyed in 

the second section. In the third section, the CC and variants of CC are explained. In the 

fourth section, a recognition technique centered on the calculation of similarity utilizing 

the Nearest Neighbor (NN) classifier is proposed. The fifth section discusses the 

outcomes of testing the proposed program utilizing 3320 isolated handwritten Telugu 

strokes. Lastly, the paper is completed with a brief conclusion along with some 

perceptions. 

 

Literature Survey 

 

Numerous references concerning online handwritten Character Recognition are elucidated 

in the commencement of this paper. After that, it is deduced that there are two chief issues 

for this recognition task: i) The issues of pre-processing, ii) the issues of Feature 

Extraction. As for pre-processing, the correct writing trend series of users for a 

handwritten calculator can be obtained, which makes it easier to eradicate noise and to 

refine. Aimed at the recognition outcome, feature selection is an extremely significant 

factor (Sinha, R.M.K. 2009), (Vidya, V., 2016). The extracted feature can be a low level 

or high level. Low-level features comprise a width, height, curliness, aspect ratio et cetera 

of the character. Just by using these alone can’t differentiate one character as of another in 

the character set of the language. Therefore, there are several other high-level features 

including number and position of loops, headlines, straight lines, curves, etc. (Rao, N.V., 

2016). Here, direction information is adopted for identification, and this is amassed 

online, which includes the universal transformation of the stroke (Abuzaraida, M.A., 

2012). CC is employed to signify the stroke’s shape and is saved as the location and 

direction of line segments of a particular length. This CC is an extremely helpful 

descriptor as it renders some vital information that can well be employed to gauge the 

character’s curviness (perimeter and circularity) (Althobaiti, H., 2017). By identifying 

repeated information (Kadi, M. 2019), CC length is reduced comparing with results 

(Althobaiti, H., 2017) length is reduced by 45%. Complementary information about 

character also included by appending additional digits to the chain code. Contrast to 
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conventional CC, 28 shape primitives proposed consists of simple line and curve shapes 

(Nasien, D., 2018). Each primitive is given a code similar to CC. By using these shape 

primitives more complex shapes can be represented. The recognition accuracy obtained is 

80% over digits by using classifier Artificial Neural Network. Basing on the literature, 

adopting CC for OHCR system is very limited. Chain code histogram (Mondal, T., 2010). 

Feature adopted over Telugu and Bangla characters of sample size 45217(collected from 

146 users) and 25948 (collected from 231 users) respectively. This feature is rotation and 

starting point variant. 

 

A New Feature: Differential Chain Code 

 

1. Definition for Chain Code  

 

CC (Freeman, M.H., 1961) is basically a slope intrinsic illustration of shape. The stroke’s 

shape can well be encoded via quantifying the relative position of successive points on its 

shape (Husain, N.H., 2017). The CC method attains the illustration by means of analyzing 

every point on the stroke in series as well as allotting a direction code to transition as of 

every point to the subsequent one. On the off-chance that the nth point of the stroke is at 

grid position (i,j), chain element signifies a change in position as of nth point to (n+1)th 

point. The transition as of one point to the subsequent one can well be encoded with             

‘4’-connectivity, regarding the ‘4’-NN or ‘8’-connectivity, regarding the 8-NN wherein 

transition to the entire adjoining points, is coded. The direction convention of CC is 

rendered in figure 1. Here, the CC is considered centered on 8-connectivity, as stated in 

figure 1. In a rectangular grid, a point can encompass at most eight adjacent points as 

displayed below. The subsequent point on the stroke should be in one of these                           

8-directions. Since the stroke is a trace as of pen down to pen up, the direction that has to 

be taken to move as of one coordinate to subsequent one is encoded by means of the 

number signified in the 8-CC. Thus, each stroke can well be totally encoded with a series 

of CC descriptors with regard to the commencing coordinator. SP of an object defines the 

CC. Along with that changing the scale or rotation have an effect on the CC. Scale 

variance can well be precluded by re-sampling the stroke at pre-processing.  

 
 

(a)4-Direction (b)8-Direction 

Fig. 1 Direction CCs 
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The CCs can well be produced by utilizing conditional statements for every direction; 

however, it turns out to be extremely deadly. Rather, the hash function is used. The 

difference in X(dx) and Y(dy) coordinates of two consecutive points are computed as well 

as hashed to produce the key for the CC between the two points. Hash function, which is 

being utilized, is rendered in Equation 1. The CC list utilized is [5,6,7,4,-1,0,3,2,1]. The 

mapping betwixt CC list and the hash function is performed according to the Hash table 

rendered in Table 1. 

 

𝑐(𝑑𝑥, 𝑑𝑦) = 3𝑑𝑦 + 𝑑𝑥 + 4-Equ 1 

 

Table 1 CC Hash Table 

dx dy C(dx,dy) Chain 

Code[C] 

1 1 8 1 

1 -1 2 7 

-1 1 6 3 

-1 -1 0 5 

0 0 4 -1 

0 -1 1 6 

0 1 7 2 

-1 0 3 4 

1 0 5 0 

 

The function does not produce the value ‘4’, thus a dummy value is saved there. 

 

2. Definition for Differential Chain Code 

 

The 1st difference of CC is utilized to attain a rotation-invariant code sequence (Fating, 

K., 2014). The 1st difference of CC is attained by considering two successive numbers of 

CC and computing the number of least transitions needed to reach the 2nd number as of 

the 1st number in clockwise or counter clockwise. The distance computation is exhibited 

in Table 2. 

Table 2 Distance Table 

Distance 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

0 0 1 2 3 4 3 2 1 

1 1 0 1 2 3 4 3 2 

2 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 3 

3 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 

4 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 

5 3 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 

6 2 3 4 3 2 1 0 1 
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3. Normalization of Differential Chain Code 

 

Starting point of an object states CC, therefore it is apparent that a provided stroke could 

well be signified with as much CCs as the number of points it encompasses. To eradicate 

this, the ambiguity differential CC is normalized (Fating, K., 2014). To normalize 

differential CC, the code is treated as a circular series of 1st difference and re-defines the 

Starting point in order that the resultant sequence forms an integer of minimal magnitude. 

Aimed at the sample digit ‘9’, CC, DCC, NDCC are displayed in figure 3. 

 

 

 
 

Chain 

Code 

135771 824668 

Differenti

al Chain 

Code 

022202 022202 

Normalize

d 

Differenti

al Chain 

Code 

020222 

(022202-> 

202220-> 

0202222) 

020222 

Figure 2 An Example of CC, DCC, NDCC 

 

Overview of Recognition Process 

 

1. Database 

 

In a research region associated with pattern recognition, the Benchmarking database is 

extremely vital. In Telugu, the data set present is Hp-Labs data on UNIPEN format.             

HP-Labs UNIPEN dataset encompasses 166 Telugu Characters each with 270 samples 

gathered as of 146 users in two trails (Inuganti, S., 2017). In the data collection procedure, 

the Acecad Digimemo device is utilized with Digimemo-DCT. Amongst these gathered 
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45,219 samples, 6640 samples gathered as of twenty users are employed for training and 

3320 gathered as of ‘10’-users are employed for testing (Inuganti, S., 2020). 

 

2. Online Handwritten Stroke Representation  

 

In the present scenario, Online Handwritten stroke is referred to the trace of the pen-tip 

from pen-down to pen-tip positions captured by digitizing tablets. Therefore, it is also 

defined as a sequence of consecutive points on the x-y plane. A stroke S can be 

represented as 

 

 
 

p1 is a pen-down point and pN is a pen-up point and N is the number of points on the 

stroke as shown in figure 1. A stroke can be characterized by its features. Among different 

available features, the local extreme curvature of stroke is perceptible by human eyes and 

useful in stroke identification.  

 

 
Figure 3 Representation of Stroke 

3. Preprocessing 

 

It is essential for transforming a stroke into a standard window on account of variants in 

writing strokes’ size. In the database, the window size is normalized to 200X250. Speed 

of handwriting brings about missing points, and linear interpolation calculates these 

missing points. Afterward, resampling is implemented for attaining a constant number of 

points that are spaced uniformly. All samples in the database encompass 65 points 

subsequent to Uniform resampling (Inuganti, S., 2017). The sample pre-processed 

characters exhibited in figure 4. 
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Figure 4 Preproccesed Character 

 

4. Feature Extraction 

 

The three features used are: 

Pen-tip position: The preprocessed (x,y) coordinates are taken as pen-tip positions. 

P={ pi } where i=0,1,…..,64 

pi =(xi,yi) 

 

Tangent Angle: This feature gives direction in a pen-tip position. The tangent angle is 

calculated between two adjacent points of P as 

θi = tan−1(
yi+1−yi

xi+1−xi
)Where i=0, 1 …64 

The tangent angle at θ64 = θ63 
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Normalized Differential Chain Code Feature 

 

The features are extracted by means of applying NDCC to every stroke as elucidated in 

Section 2. Let’s take a pen down point as SP of stroke (p). As of this point, each 

coordinate direction is recorded. The CC, DCC, NDCC that is attained in the case of the 

main stroke of క are elucidated in Table 3. NDCC of figure 1as well as 2 in Table 3 are 

equivalent, albeit they are SP invariant. NDCC of 1 and 3 in Table 3 are almost similar 

albeit rotation invariant.  

 

Table 3 Chain code for the main stroke ‘క’ 

Main Stroke of ‘క’ Chain Code Differential 

Chain Code 

Normalized 

Differential Chain 

Code 

 

8882224444442218 0002002000002011 0000000000011222 

 

4566888888666444 011020000200200 0000000000011222 

 

3445777776544334 1101222221110101 0000000111111112 
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5. Classification and Evaluation 

 

Here, the investigational outcomes with the aforementioned features are given. And four 

disparate feature extraction approaches are utilized here, which are all centered on NN 

classifier using DTW that allows contrasting two vectors encompassing variable lengths. 

DTW is mainly useful for comparing vectors, wherein the rate of progression is not linear. 

 

• Basic Approaches 

 

The subsequent approaches are fundamental as they are utilizing single-stage aimed at 

recognition. 

 

Approach 1 

 

This approach utilizes simple (x,y) coordinates as features as well asNN with DTW 

distance measure utilized as recognizer. 

 

Approach 2 

 

This approach encompasses tangent angle between adjacent points and simple (x,y) 

coordinates as features. NN with DTW distance measure is employed as a recognizer. 

 

Approach 3 

 

This approach utilizes NDCC to extracts features by applying it over the stroke. Here the 

feature vector is (x,y) coordinates plus NDCC features. NN with DTW distance measure 

used as recognizer. 

 

• Two-Stage Approach 

 

The subsequent Two-Stage approach attains the recognition task in two stages. In the 

primary stage, pre-classification is done and attains the top 10 choices as its output. The 

secondary stage attains the output as of these 10 choices and renders post-classification. 

 

Approach 4 

 

Here, Pre-classification employs features that are extracted via implementing NDCC over 

the stroke. Subsequently, preprocessed (x,y) coordinates that are utilized as features at the 

post-classification stage. The classification technique employed at stages is 10-NNas well 

as 1-NN correspondingly. 
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Experimental Results 

 

The Telugu Database of HP Labs gathered as of 146 users for 166 characters is taken for 

this experiment. Amongst these 45,219 samples, 6640 samples gathered as of 20 users are 

utilized for training and 3320 gathered as of 10 users are utilized for testing. The 

recognition accuracy and speed are the parameters that are estimated for every feature. 

The chief intention of this work is to check the performance of NDCC. Here, the 

experiments are performed as follows: primarily, the strokes are preprocessed. After that, 

three disparate feature extraction methods are implemented over the preprocessed stroke. 

It is observed that recognition accuracy for approach 3 is more as the new feature captures 

the statistical and structural characteristics of stroke. Table 4 exhibits the NN classifier’s 

outcomes utilizing three basic approaches with disparate training sample sizes. The data 

for evaluating the length feature vector, recognition speed and accuracy are using 4 

approaches are tabulated in Tables 5 and 6. Figure 5 and 6 depict the Two-Stage 

approach’s outcome with respect to speed and accuracy, correspondingly, in opposition to 

disparate sample sizes. The Two-Stage approach augments the recognition accuracy as the 

NDCC is rotation invariant; Thus confusing strokes such as  and give the same 

codes can well be recognized by the Two-Stage approach, as in the post-classification 

stage pre-processed (x,y) coordinates utilized as a feature. Comparison of proposed 

feature based on NDCC with Telugu OHCR systems available in the literature is 

illustrated in Table 7. 

 

Table 4 Percentage of Accuracy for basic approaches (6640 samples for training, 3320 

samples for testing) 

Sample Size Approach 

1 2 3 

1500 66 68 70 

2500 68 69 72 

3500 69 70 75 

4500 70 71 86 

5500 71 73 89 

6500 73 75 91 

Speed 0.8 

ch/sec 

0.6 

ch/sec 

0.7 

ch/sec 
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The data for evaluating the performance of recognition speed and accuracy is tabulated in 

table 4. 

 

 

Table 5 Evaluation data for recognition speed 

Sample 

Size 

Approach (Recognition speed) (Character/second) 

1 2 3 4 

(x, y) 

coordinates 

(x,y)coordinates + 

Tangent angle 

between consecutive 

coordinates 

(x,y)coordinates+ 

Normalized 

Differential Chain 

Code 

First stage: 

Normalized 

Differential Chain 

Code + second 

stage: (x,y) 

coordinate 

500 3 2.5 2.7 7 

1000 2.75 2.3 2.6 6 

1500 2.6 2 2.4 5.4 

2500 2.5 2.1 2.3 5 

3500 2 1.6 1.8 4.5 

4500 1.75 1.3 1.5 4 

5500 1.4 1 1.2 3.5 

6500 1 0.6 0.8 3 

Similarly, the data for evaluating the recognition accuracy is tabulated in table 5 

 

Table 6 Evaluation data for recognition accuracy 
Sample 

Size 

Approach (Accuracies) 

1 2 3 4 

(x, y) coordinates (x,y)coordinates + 

Tangent angle 

between 

consecutive 

coordinates 

(x,y)coordinates+ 

Normalized Differential 

Chain Code 

First stage: Normalized 

Differential Chain Code 

+ Second stage: (x,y) 

coordinate 

500 66 68 69 71 

1000 68 69 70 72 

1500 66 68 70 73 

2500 68 69 72 75 

3500 69 70 75 78 

4500 70 71 86 88 

5500 71 73 89 90 

6500 73 75 91 93 

Speed 0.8ch/sec 0.6 ch/sec   0.7 ch/sec 3 ch/sec 

Length of 

Feature 

Vector 

130 195 195 Stage 1: 65 

Stage 2: 130 
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Figure 5 Performance of Recognition Accuracy 

 

 
Figure 6 Performance of Recognition Speed 

(Basic Approach 3 Vs Two-Stage-Approach 4) 
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Table 7 Comparison of proposed feature with Telugu OHCR systems available in the 

literature 
Author Features Dataset Classifier Accuracy(%) Speed(ch/sec) 

(Swethalakshmi, 

H., 2006) 

 

Pre-processed (x,y) 

coordinates 

 

37817samples 

collected from 92 

users using the 

Superpen, a prod 

 

SVM 
83% 

Not 

Mentioned 

(Prasanth et 

al.,2007) 

 

(x,y) Features 

+Tangent Angle 

+Shape Context 

Feature+Generalized 

Shape Context (GSC) 

Feature 

 

38,393 data 

samples from 143 

writers bu using 

ACECAD 

Digimemo 

 

Two Stage 

NN 

Classifier 

using DTW 

90% 0.2514 

(V. Jagadeesh 

Babu et al., 2007) 

Time Domain Features 

(TDF) 

Frequency Domain 

Features 

(FDF)TDF+FDF 

38,393 data 

samples were 

collected from 143 

writers 

HMM 

88.7 

89.9 

91.3 

Not 

Mentioned 

(T. Mondal et al., 

2010) 

Point-float 

Direction-code 

45,217samples 

collected from 141 

users of 139 

classes 

HMM 
85 

86 Not 

Mentioned 
MLP 

92 

91 

(Inuganti, S et al., 

2020) 
Direction Operator HP DataSet 

NN 

Classifier 
91 0.45 

(Inuganti, S et al., 

2020) 

Normalized Differential 

Chain Code (NDCC) 

+(x,y) coordinates 

 

HP DataSet 

Two Stage 

NN 

Classifier 

93 3 

 

Conclusion and Future Work 

 

A new feature aimed at online handwritten stroke recognition is proposed. This feature is 

centered on CC, which signifies the relative position of every coordinate with regard to 

other coordinates in the stroke. This feature captures the global transformation of a stroke. 

Therefore, it gives enhanced performance over simple (x,y) feature and (x,y) & tangent 

angle feature. The proposed Two-stage approach illustrates that the recognition time along 

with space occupied by the proposed feature vector is less since it encompasses just 

direction codes in addition to improved recognition accuracy. To continue the proposed 

work, the NDCC feature’s performance is checked when it is combined with other 

features by utilizing disparate classifier combinations in a two-stage classification 

approach. 
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